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Abstract
In this paper, one-dimensional heat equation subject to both Neumann and Dirichlet initial
boundary conditions is presented and a spline Collocation Method is utilized for solving the problem.
also Spline provides continuous solution in contrast to finite difference method, which only provides
discrete approximations. It is found that this method is a powerful mathematical tool and can be
applied to large class of linear and nonlinear problem in different fields of science and technology.
Numerical results obtained by the present method are in a good agreement with the analytical
solutions available in the literature.
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Introduction
Recently, new Numerical methods have gained the interest of researchers for finding
numerical solutions to partial differential equations. This interest was driven by the need from
applications both in industry and in sciences. Theory and numerical methods for solving initial
boundary value problems were investigated by many researchers. In the last decade, there has been a
growing interest in the new Numerical techniques for linear and nonlinear initial boundary value
problems. In the field of partial differential equations, a boundary value problem is a differential
equation together with a set of additional restraints, called the boundary conditions. A solution to a
boundary value problem is a solution to the differential equation, which also satisfies the boundary
conditions. Boundary value problems arise in engineering, applied mathematics and several branches.
However, it is usually difficult to obtain closed-form solutions for boundary value problems,
especially for nonlinear boundary value problems. In most cases, only approximate solutions (either
numerical solution or analytical solutions) can be expected. Some numerical methods such as finite
difference method, finite element method, spline approximation method, Jacobi’s Method and SOR
method have been developed for obtaining numerical solutions to boundary value problems. In this
paper, we will apply a spline collocation method approach, to obtain a solution to the wide class of
nonlinear systems of boundary value problems. The spline method approach is widely utilized for the
numerical solution of nonlinear problems arising in real world applications. The governing equations
here are highly partial differential equations, which are solved by using the spline collocation method.
In this way, the paper has been organized as follows. In section 2, we use the spline collocation
method. Section 3, approximate solution for the governing equations and contains the results and
discussion. The conclusions are summarized in section 4.

1. Spline collocation method
Consider parabolic PDE having one space variable
ut = c2uxx 0 < x < 1,t > 0………………………………………………..…(i)
With Dirichlet boundary conditions

u(0,t) = u(L,t) = 0……………………………….. (ii)

Along with initial conditions
u(x,0) =f(x); 0 < x < 1.We divide the region into say n-equal
subinterval each of width h. let us denote the points of subdivisions by x0, x1,…. xn..let us have the
solution on hand at time j∆t at the mesh points x0, x1,…. xn..let denote the value of u at ith mesh point
at time j∆t. Now discritizing left side of equation (i) by forward difference formula and replacing right
side by the second derivatives Sˈˈ(xi) at jth level like explicit scheme in finite difference we get
(u i,j+1-u i,j)/∆t = c 2
Where denotes

Si,j'' …………………………………………..... (iii)

Si,j'' (xi) at jth level substitute values of Si,j'' in the below equation
S’’i-1,j + S’’i,j + S’’i+1,j = (6/h2) (ui-1,j - 2ui,j + ui+1,j)…………………………………(iv)

Then we get
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u i-1, j+1 + 4 u i, j+1 + u i+1, j+1 = (1 + 6r) u i-1, j + (4 - 12r) u i, j + (1 + 6r) u i+1, j .....................(v)

This set of simultaneous equations can be solved. Equation (v), which is known as cubic spline
explicit formula to solve equation (i). The finite difference replacement of (i) corresponding to
implicit scheme is
u i, j+1 - u i, j

=

c

Δt

2

2

(Si, j + Si, j+1 ) .................................................................................................(vi)

Where S’’i,j , S’’i,j+1 denote second derivative at x = xi the time level j and j+1.
Si-1, j + Si, j + Si+1, j =

6
h

2

Si-1, j+1 + Si, j+1 + Si+1, j+1 =

(u i-1, j - 2 u i, j + u i+1, j ) ..........................................................................................(vii)

6
h

2

(u i-1, j+1 - 2 u i, j+1 + u i+1, j+1 ) .......................................................................(viii)

Putting the value S’’i,j+1 , S’’i+1,j+1 and S’’i,j the in (vii) & (viii)
2



2

(2 / c Δt) (u i-1, j+1 - u i-1, j ) - Si-1, j + 4 (2 / c Δt) + (u i, j+1 - u i, j ) - Si, j



2
2
+ (2 / c Δt) ( u i+1, j+1 - u i+1, j ) + Si+1, j = (6 / h ) ( u i-1, j+1 - 2 u i, j+1 + u i+1, j+1 ) ....................(ix)
(1 - 3r) u i-1, j+1 + (4 + 6r) u i, j+1 + (1 - 3r) u i+1, j+1
= (1 + 3r) u i-1, j + (4 - 6r) u i, j + (1 + 3r) u i+1, j ...................(x)

Above equation (x) is known as cubic spline implicit formula to solve equation (i).Now u0,j+1 and un,j+1
are known due to the prescribed boundary conditions. The set of simultaneous equations obtained in
explicit as well as implicit scheme contains only (n-1) unknowns.These (n-1) equations in (n-1)
unknown can be solved by any standard method. The converges and stability of these methods depend
upon the value of r. For explicit scheme, we have to choose the value of r for 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 converges and
stability along with small values are more accurate.
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2. Spline Solutions with Explicit Scheme
We consider the problem
ut = uxx , 0 < x < 1, t > 0……………………………………………….(A)
With initial condition: u(x, 0) = sin (x) and the boundary condition u(0,t)=u(1,t) = 0. Let length is
subdivided in into 10 subintervals, we get h =∆x =0.1 and ∆t =0.04 then we get r = 0.4 Substitute the
value of 1+6r and 4-12r in equation (v) and using initial conditions,
we get for j = 0
i = 1, u 0,1+4u 1,1+u 2,1 = 1.7512
Since u 0,1 = 0
4u 1,1+u 2,1 = 1.7512
i = 2, u 1,1+4u 2,1+u 3,1 = 3.3310
i = 3, u 2,1+4u 3,1+u 4,1 = 4.5848
i = 4, u 3,1+4u 4,1+u 5,1 = 5.3898
i = 5, u 4,1+4u 5,1+u 6,1 = 5.6671
i = 6, u 5,1+4u 6,1+u 7,1 = 5.3898
i = 7, u 6,1+4u 7,1+u 8,1 = 4.5848
i = 8, u 7,1+4u 8,1+u 9,1 = 3.3310
i = 9, u 8,1+4u 9,1+u 10,1 = 1.7512
u 10,1 = 0,

u 8,1+4u 9,1=1.7512

Here we get nine algebraic equations in nine unknowns. This system of equation is solved easily by
any well-known method. 1-3r = -0.2, 1+3r = 2.2, 4+6r = 6.6, 4-6r = 2.6 Substitute the value of 1+3r,
1-3r, 4+6r and 4-6r in equation(x) and using initial conditions, we get for j = 0
i =1, (-0.2) u0,1+(6.4) u1,1+(-0.2) u2,1= 1.7875
Since u 0,1 = 0

6.4 u 1,1 – 0.2 u 2,1 = 1.7875

i = 2, (-0.2) u 1,1+(6.4) u 2,1+(-0.2) u 3,1 = 3.4001
i = 3, (-0.2) u 2,1+(6.4) u 3,1+(-0.2) u 4,1 = 4.6798
i = 4, (-0.2) u 3,1+(6.4) u 4,1+(-0.2) u 5,1 = 5.5015
i = 5, (-0.2) u 4,1+(6.4) u 5,1+(-0.2) u 6,1 = 5.7846
i = 6, (-0.2) u 5,1+(6.4) u 6,1+(-0.2) u 7,1 = 5.5015
i = 7, (-0.2) u 6,1+(6.4) u 7,1+(-0.2) u 8,1 = 4.6798
i = 8, (-0.2) u 7,1+(6.4) u 8,1+(-0.2) u 9,1 = 3.4001
i = 9, (-0.2) u 8,1+(6.4) u 9,1+(-0.2) u 10,1 = 1.7815
u 10,1 = 0 , then

(-0.2) u 8,1+(6.4) u 9,1 = 1.7815

Here we get nine algebraic equations in nine unknowns. This system of equation is solved easily by
any well-known method. Proceeding in this way, the results obtained by Explicit and Implicit
methods are shown in below table.
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3. Tables
Comparison of spline solution & Exact solution
h = Δx = 0.1, Δt = 0.04
X
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

Explicit Solution
0
0.29707
0.56498
0.77776
0.91419
0.96128
0.91419
0.77776
0.56499
0.29708
0

Implicit Solution
0
0.29708
0.56499
0.77775
0.91421
0.96131
0.91421
0.77775
0.56500
0.29709
0

Exact solution
0
0.29710
0.56500
0.77777
0.91420
0.96130
0.91420
0.77777
0.56500
0.29710
0

4. Conclusion
The aim of this paper has been to find an approximate solution to the one-dimensional
heat equation with Dirichlet and Neumann initial boundary conditions using spline explicit and
implicit method. The problems solved using the Explicit & Implicit gave satisfactory results in
comparison to those recently obtained by other searchers using exact solution. The case studies gave
sufficiently good agreements with the exact solutions. Moreover, the method is easier to implement
than the traditional techniques.
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